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Abstract: Drylands are characterised by patchy vegetation, erodible surfaces and erosive aeolian
processes. Empirical and modelling studies have shown that vegetation elements provide drag on
the overlying airflow, thus affecting wind velocity profiles and altering erosive dynamics on desert
surfaces. However, these dynamics are significantly complicated by a variety of factors, including
turbulence, and vegetation porosity and pliability effects. This has resulted in some uncertainty about
the effect of vegetation on sediment transport in drylands. Here, we review recent progress in our
understanding of the effects of dryland vegetation on wind flow and aeolian sediment transport
processes. In particular, wind transport models have played a key role in simplifying aeolian processes
in partly vegetated landscapes, but a number of key uncertainties and challenges remain. We identify
potential future avenues for research that would help to elucidate the roles of vegetation distribution,
geometry and scale in shaping the entrainment, transport and redistribution of wind-blown material
at multiple scales. Gaps in our collective knowledge must be addressed through a combination of
rigorous field, wind tunnel and modelling experiments.

Keywords: drylands; wind erosion modelling; drag partition; aerodynamic roughness; remote sensing;
computational fluid dynamics; cellular automata

1. Introduction: The Drylands Context

Dryland environments, which constitute about 47% of the global land area [1], are extreme in
their nature, typified by non-equilibrium conditions in climate, vegetation and geomorphology [2,3].
The strong interannual variability in precipitation characteristic of drylands [4,5] often results in
ephemeral vegetative cover [6] or distinctive spatial patterning [7]. In turn, the limited nature of
vegetation cover makes it an important control on the rate and extent to which geomorphological (and
notably aeolian) processes operate.

Aeolian processes are increasingly viewed as major abiotic drivers that can have important
consequences for landscape evolution [8,9], biogeochemical cycling [10,11], regional climate [12–14],
land degradation [15–17] and public health [18,19]. Wind regime and sediment supply are known
to largely control the formation of bare-sand dunes (e.g., [20–23]), but the complicating effects of
vegetation, which form part of a wider, multi-scaled interplay of biophysical and anthropogenic
factors, are less well understood [24–26].

Many of the potential effects of climate and land use change over the 21st century are likely to
be mediated through aeolian activity in dryland landscapes [27,28]. Pressures on dryland resources
are increasing as the population of the global arid zone, which is located mostly in the developing
world, surpasses 2 billion people [29,30]. These pressures, combined with increasingly arid conditions
owing to climatic change [13,31–33], are driving rapid, large-scale vegetation shifts that alter rates and
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patterns of soil erosion and modify ecosystem functioning and structure [6,34]. Land degradation,
a form of regime shift whereby the environment changes potentially irreversibly to a new state [35],
is likely to have a major impact on food security and environmental quality [6,36]. Changing vegetation
patterns may lead to large-scale reactivation of dune fields and desert encroachment in many of the
world’s most vulnerable regions [8,9,33].

Given the key role that vegetation plays in modulating abiotic processes in drylands, this paper
reviews recent studies to provide a holistic view of the effect of vegetation on wind flow and aeolian
sediment transport. The paper examines: (i) the effect of vegetation on wind flow, both in terms
of the wind velocity profile and on drag, drag partition and the distribution of surface shear stress;
(ii) sediment transport dynamics on vegetated surfaces, collating information from wind tunnel, field,
and modelling studies; and (iii) potential future avenues for research in these fields.

2. The Effect of Vegetation on Wind Flow

Semi-arid vegetation is often patchy and dynamic through time and space, primarily as a result of
resource (water and nutrients) limitation [37–42]. In turn, the presence of patchy plant configurations
significantly complicates wind flow near the land surface. The effect of non-erodible elements
(e.g., vegetation) on wind flow can be examined both in terms of the wind velocity profile, which
provides information at single points in space, and in terms of the partition of drag over the land
surface at larger spatial scales.

2.1. Effects on the Wind Velocity Profile

At the scale of individual roughness elements, dryland vegetation modulates the erodibility of
the surface and the erosivity of the wind through three primary mechanisms [43]. First, vegetation
can directly shelter the soil from the wind by covering a fraction of the surface and initiating a
wake region in its lee [44–46]; Second, vegetation directly affects wind velocity profiles by acting
as a form of roughness that results in the growth of a boundary layer downwind (e.g., [47–52]);
Finally, vegetation acts to trap windborne particles, thus reducing flux and providing loci for sediment
deposition [27,53–55]. These mechanisms are explored in further detail below.

2.1.1. Plant Wake Dynamics

Single roughness elements such as plants shed turbulent eddies in a way that causes the flow in
the wake to be separated from the surrounding flow [43]. For smooth, solid objects the interaction
with the flow is relatively predictable [56], but characterising flow around live plants that are porous,
pliable and of diverse geometry, is significantly more complex.

Using wind tunnel data, Judd et al. [44] built on the work of Wolfe and Nickling [43] to classify
zones of flow around single porous roughness elements (see Figure 1). As wind approaches an obstacle
(A), the air in the layer below the top of the element slows down and diverges upwind, with some air
continuing through the porous obstacle to create a region of slower bleed flow in its immediate lee (C).
As air is forced around the element and the flow lines are compressed, a region of accelerated wind
develops above it and to its side (B). A low-velocity zone forms in the sheltered area of the obstacle
(D), where wind velocity drastically decreases or even reverses in direction to form a recirculating
eddy. This zone has variously been conceptualised as triangular in shape [57] or as a ‘corridor’ of
asymptotic recovery [58]. Above and downwind of the low-velocity zone, a turbulent mixing zone
grows downward from a thin layer at the top of the obstacle, eventually intersecting the ground surface
(E). Ultimately the mixing zone merges into an equilibration zone (F) as the airflow recovers to equate
to the upwind profile.
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Figure 1. Flow visualisation around a single vegetation element, showing the development of six 
different flow regimes (from [46] (p. 1457), adapted from [43,44]). 

The model of Judd et al. [44] for individual plants has subsequently been supported by wind 
tunnel data (e.g., [59–62]) and modelling experiments [63]. However, few studies have sought to 
examine the turbulent wake structures generated by dryland plants in the field. Leenders et al. [46], 
who observed distinct zones of flow acceleration and deceleration around single Sahelian shrubs, 
showed that turbulence intensity was higher in low-velocity zones than at other locations. They 
concluded that the net effect of a shrub is to reduce wind velocity and trap sand particles near the 
soil surface. Mayaud et al. [64] investigated differences in high-frequency wind flow around a single 
shrub and grass clump, and showed that the bluffer nature of the grass induced more intense wind 
slowdown in the lee than the shrub. This supports previous findings [65,66] that low-porosity 
elements induce turbulence in their lee, but allow flow to recover to upstream conditions sooner than 
more porous elements. 

Trees affect wind flow differently to grasses and shrubs, owing to the presence of a trunk and 
canopy in the tree case [46,52,64,67]. Gross [67] and Dupont et al. [52] demonstrated using numerical 
models that wind flow accelerates over and around a single tree (Figure 2), and Leenders et al. [46] 
and Mayaud et al. [64] observed in the field that wind speed increases locally around the base of the 
trunk. A tree’s elevated canopy produces a ‘bottom gap’ effect, whereby wind flowing near the top 
half of the tree moves over its crown [61] and streamline compression between the ground and 
underside of the crown results in wind speeding up [52,68]. 

Further downwind, the frontal impact of the tree crown produces a wake region similar to that 
of a shrub, although the greater size of a tree means that it reduces wind speed more efficiently than 
a shrub [46]. The length and strength of the reverse flow in the wake of a tree appears to increase with 
wind speed, and the location of the minimum wind speed to shift to higher levels as trunk height 
increases [67]. Tree leaves may also be important for altering local airflow patterns [69], by inducing 
updrafts and downdrafts in the upstream region that cause turbulent, upwelling recirculation zones 
to form [61]. 

Whilst single plants are present in drylands, vegetation often grows in clumps and patches that 
can have varying effects on wind flow. The interactions of individual plant wakes with their 
neighbours can be broadly described by three different flow regimes ([43] Figure 3). As roughness 
element density increases, the flow regime changes from one where the elements act individually on 
the flow (isolated roughness flow) to a regime where the airflow skims across the top of the elements 
(skimming flow). In dryland environments, vegetation is often spaced far enough apart that the wake 
shed by an individual plant can fully develop or is only slightly obscured by a downwind plant 
(wake-interference flow). Lee and Soliman [70] classified these regimes by a ratio of inter-row spacing 
length to element height. However, this relationship often breaks down in dryland systems because 

Figure 1. Flow visualisation around a single vegetation element, showing the development of six
different flow regimes (from [46] (p. 1457), adapted from [43,44]).

The model of Judd et al. [44] for individual plants has subsequently been supported by wind
tunnel data (e.g., [59–62]) and modelling experiments [63]. However, few studies have sought to
examine the turbulent wake structures generated by dryland plants in the field. Leenders et al. [46],
who observed distinct zones of flow acceleration and deceleration around single Sahelian shrubs, showed
that turbulence intensity was higher in low-velocity zones than at other locations. They concluded
that the net effect of a shrub is to reduce wind velocity and trap sand particles near the soil surface.
Mayaud et al. [64] investigated differences in high-frequency wind flow around a single shrub and grass
clump, and showed that the bluffer nature of the grass induced more intense wind slowdown in the lee
than the shrub. This supports previous findings [65,66] that low-porosity elements induce turbulence in
their lee, but allow flow to recover to upstream conditions sooner than more porous elements.

Trees affect wind flow differently to grasses and shrubs, owing to the presence of a trunk and
canopy in the tree case [46,52,64,67]. Gross [67] and Dupont et al. [52] demonstrated using numerical
models that wind flow accelerates over and around a single tree (Figure 2), and Leenders et al. [46] and
Mayaud et al. [64] observed in the field that wind speed increases locally around the base of the trunk.
A tree’s elevated canopy produces a ‘bottom gap’ effect, whereby wind flowing near the top half of the
tree moves over its crown [61] and streamline compression between the ground and underside of the
crown results in wind speeding up [52,68].

Further downwind, the frontal impact of the tree crown produces a wake region similar to that of
a shrub, although the greater size of a tree means that it reduces wind speed more efficiently than a
shrub [46]. The length and strength of the reverse flow in the wake of a tree appears to increase with wind
speed, and the location of the minimum wind speed to shift to higher levels as trunk height increases [67].
Tree leaves may also be important for altering local airflow patterns [69], by inducing updrafts and
downdrafts in the upstream region that cause turbulent, upwelling recirculation zones to form [61].

Whilst single plants are present in drylands, vegetation often grows in clumps and patches
that can have varying effects on wind flow. The interactions of individual plant wakes with their
neighbours can be broadly described by three different flow regimes ([43] Figure 3). As roughness
element density increases, the flow regime changes from one where the elements act individually on
the flow (isolated roughness flow) to a regime where the airflow skims across the top of the elements
(skimming flow). In dryland environments, vegetation is often spaced far enough apart that the wake
shed by an individual plant can fully develop or is only slightly obscured by a downwind plant
(wake-interference flow). Lee and Soliman [70] classified these regimes by a ratio of inter-row spacing
length to element height. However, this relationship often breaks down in dryland systems because
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natural vegetative surface roughness changes are often irregular, thus affecting wind momentum
extraction and surface sheltering in differing ways [71].
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Figure 2. Flow visualisation downwind of a single tree, shown as: (top panel) the normalised
time-averaged wind velocity (Vt/Vref) simulated by Dupont et al.’s [52] model, shown in vertical
cross-section. Solid black lines delimit the tree; (bottom panel) the normalised time-averaged wind
velocity (Vt/Vtxy) simulated by the model at 0.1 m height, shown in horizontal cross-section. The solid
black circle represent the tree crowns (adapted from [52] (p. 176)).
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Figure 3. Flow regimes and associated theoretical wake development, shown in schematic
plan and side view. Shaded areas are wake regions. The effect of different flow regimes on
average z0 (aerodynamic roughness) and d (displacement height) per plant unit is shown (adapted
from [43] (p. 57), and [60] (p. 66)).
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2.1.2. Vegetation as a Form of Roughness

Vegetation can directly affect wind velocity profiles on desert surfaces by acting as a form of
roughness, extracting momentum from near-surface wind, which results in the growth of a boundary
layer downwind [47,48,72]. Boundary layer growth differs depending on the type of flow regime
(Figure 3). When isolated roughness elements populate the surface (<16% cover [43]), each plant sheds
turbulent eddies by diverting wind flow around and above each plant (see Section 2.1.1). This increases
drag, thus raising shear stress and the aerodynamic roughness (z0), and potentially enhancing erosion
locally [73]. An arch vortex with a reverse surface flow direction can develop directly downwind of
individual roughness elements, upwind of a flow stagnation region where the outer flow reattaches to
the ground [59,74].

In wake-interference flow (ca. 16–40% cover [43]), the increased drag and shear stress resulting
from the presence of multiple elements may only be partly absorbed by the plants themselves.
This results in stress being transferred to the inter-canopy surface, and potentially greater sediment
transport [52,75]. In the case of skimming flow (>~40% cover [43]), the increased drag from the
vegetation acts to displace z0 upwards (establishing a zero-plane displacement height, d), which
simultaneously extracts momentum from the surface wind and increases wind shear stress above the
canopy (e.g., [47–52,76,77]). The absorption of additional stresses by the plants therefore decreases
the erosion potential at the surface, despite the additional above-canopy shear stress induced by the
increased surface roughness. That is, while increased roughness density may result in greater total
shear stress, momentum partitioning between the plant canopy and the soil surface results in smaller
surface shear stresses for entraining soil particles.

Skimming flow experiments have been mainly conducted in wind tunnels (e.g., [60,78,79]) and
a few field and modelling studies of forest edges (e.g., [80–83]) and backward-facing steps (e.g., [84,85]).
However, these configurations often have more extensive low-velocity zones and delayed reattachment
points compared with vegetated cases due to their almost parallel-to-wall streamlines. More field
research and empirical observations are needed to better understand skimming flow dynamics over
full-scale vegetation patches in drylands.

2.1.3. Trapping of Windborne Sediment

Finally, vegetation acts to trap windborne particles, thus reducing the total horizontal and vertical
sediment fluxes and providing loci for sediment deposition [27,86]. The prevalence of this effect
can differ depending on vegetation height [55]: in the case of tall vegetation (e.g., trees and shrubs),
saltation transport takes place primarily below canopy level in the open space between individual
plants. In contrast, for short vegetation (e.g., grasses), sand transport takes place primarily within
and above the plant canopy, so that grasses may trap aeolian sediment more readily than shrubs.
Trees affect sediment trapping differently to grasses and shrubs, owing to their trunk and elevated
crown [46,52,61,64,67].

The deposition of aeolian sediment in the presence of vegetation occurs via three principal
processes: gravitational settling, inertial impaction and Brownian diffusion [87]. The interception
of saltating particles and suspended sediment by vegetation may be considered a part of the
impaction process, which in addition to vegetation height is influenced by vegetation porosity and
the spatial distribution of roughness over the land surface [88]. Zhang and Shao [89] formulated a
parameterisation of dry deposition for rough land surfaces that resolves the aerodynamic resistance of
the surface, gravitational resistance, and surface collection resistance as a function of the component
depositional processes. However, considerable uncertainty remains in how to effectively measure and
model sediment deposition processes for areas with heterogeneous vegetation. New approaches to
resolve the partition of wind momentum fluxes over heterogeneous land surfaces (see Section 3.2.1)
may provide opportunities to reduce the uncertainty in sediment deposition schemes.
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2.1.4. Effects of Plant Porosity, Pliability and Configuration

Theoretical calculations [57,58] and experimental measurements [46,54,62,63,79,90] suggest that
protective wakes downwind of individual vegetation elements extend to approximately 7–10 h (where
h is the height of the element). However, this can vary significantly depending on plant porosity,
pliability and configuration.

Much of the research on the effects of plant porosity and pliability on wind flow has been
conducted on sand fences and windbreaks, and findings from these are of some relevance to
plants [46,91]. Taylor [92] found that drag coefficients decreased exponentially as the porosity of
a two-dimensional barrier increased, but Grant and Nickling [91] demonstrated that a peak in drag
coefficient occurred at an intermediate optical porosity (~20%) for three-dimensional trees. It has
been shown that elements with a porosity less than 20% act to enhance wind speed recovery in
their lee [68,93–95], so elements with intermediate porosity strike a compromise between shear stress
reduction and the downwind distance for which it is effective [96,97]. However, even porosity
values of 50% can cause wake effects to extend to at least 50 h downwind of a windbreak [98].
The sediment trapping mechanism of plants (see Section 2.1.3) also depends on plant porosity [53,54,96],
with wind tunnel (e.g., [97]) and field (e.g., [91]) experiments showing that the trapping effect of
vegetation is maximised at intermediate values of porosity (20–40%). Using wire mesh structures,
Gillies et al. [86,99] showed that porous elements have a greater potential for modulating sediment
flux than solid elements in large spatial arrays.

The pliability of plants affects their aerodynamic behaviour. Some pliable plant stems alter their
form to become more streamlined in higher winds, thus extracting momentum less effectively as
wind speed increases [53]. This results in a decreased sheltering effect at increasing wind speeds, due
to a narrowing of the lee-side wake and suppression of horseshoe vortices [74,78]. Therefore, the
rigid, non-porous roughness elements commonly employed in many wind tunnel studies to simulate
vegetation arrays may provide inadequate approximations to live plants [74]. Indeed, Gillies et al. [54]
showed that flow field responses between solid bluff body forms and elements of the same form and
size that are covered with a porous outer layer surrounding a solid inner core are not equivalent.
Moreover, scaling issues linked to boundary layer depths mean that full-scale elements are rarely used
in wind tunnel experiments. This can limit the applicability of findings from wind tunnels. A few
studies (e.g., [74,78,100]) have recently used live canopies in wind tunnels, but live plants are far more
complicated to control in terms of appearance and behaviour than artificial imitations [78].

The configuration, or geometric arrangement, of windbreaks has also been shown to affect their
aerodynamic behaviour. Using a numerical model, Liu et al. [72] showed that alternate and regular
arrays of tree windbreaks provided the most protection, whereas a patchy arrangement, where trees
were clumped together in space, resulted in the highest erosive forces. Liu et al. [72] hypothesised that
this resulted from reduced diameter influences, whereby vegetation clumping decreases the total wake
spread, thus reducing the protective effects of wake interference and allowing wind to flow through
unimpeded. Wind tunnel studies [62,95] suggest that multiple-row barriers reduce wind velocities
more efficiently than single-row barriers, at least in the immediate lee. This effect is likely due to
the additional turbulence generated by a sequence of fences compared to an isolated barrier [101].
Wu et al. [62] also showed that using multiple vegetation species can provide optimal sheltering effects.
There is little research on the impact of vegetation patch configuration at the meso scale, with the
exception of some scaled-down wind tunnel experiments [60,78,79] and modelling studies of forest
edges [81–83]. Wind tunnel and modelling experiments have also been used to understand flow
behaviour around backward-facing steps (e.g., [84,85]), although these configurations often have more
extensive low-velocity zones and delayed reattachment points compared to vegetated cases, due to
their almost parallel-to-wall streamlines.

Collating information from windbreak and vegetation studies allows the main zones of flow
change to be identified and partially quantified (see Figure 4). However, whilst windbreak
studies can be useful proxies for vegetation elements, the three-dimensional nature of live plants
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(as opposed to the two-dimensional problem represented by a fence) means that findings may
not be completely transferable [46,54,64,77]. The recovery length downwind of a vegetation
patch or fence has been shown to be significantly longer than in the case of single vegetation
elements [46,54,62,64,77,81,83,91,98,102]. The difference in velocity recovery length has been attributed
to a lack of flow moving laterally around a patch [77] or a fence where the obstacle width is assumed
to be infinite [63,86,99,103], in contrast to isolated vegetation elements where faster-moving airflow
mixes with slower-moving airflow in the wake via counter-rotating vortices [59].
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Figure 4. Main zones of possible speedup/slowdown around a roughness element, as collated from
various vegetation and windbreak studies.

Furthermore, it is unclear whether windbreaks affect flow turbulence in the same way as live
vegetation. This is particularly problematic in the field, where the dynamic complexity of the flow
structures cannot be controlled in the same way as in modelled or wind tunnel environments [104].
This issue is pertinent given the evidence that turbulence is an important driving force behind sediment
entrainment and transport in aeolian environments [105–114].

2.2. Effects on Drag

Alongside the effects on velocity profiles, it is useful to consider more complex scenarios where
multiple vegetation elements affect drag across a surface. Shear stress (or drag) partitioning is
traditionally used to quantify the proportion of the wind shear stress or shear velocity (u∗) that is
acting on a soil surface, compared to the proportion acting on vegetation elements (e.g., [48,96,115]).
The theoretical basis for partitioning comes from the work of Schlichting [116], who proposed that the
total drag on a roughened surface (τ) can be expressed as:

τ = τS + τR (1)

where τS is the sum of the drag on the intervening surface and τR is the drag on all the individual
roughness elements.

Marshall [117] proposed that partition should be mostly dependent on the dimensionless
roughness density (λ), which characterizes the lateral roughness of the surface:

λ =
nbh

S
(2)

where n is the number of roughness elements of width b and height h per unit surface area S (Figure 5).
This definition implies that the absorption of momentum by elements is controlled to a large degree by
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the total frontal area of the elements [118,119]. Although the relationship between partition and λ was
not fully supported by later field observations (e.g., [73]) and wind-tunnel experiments [48,115,120],
the parameter was widely employed, particularly in the context of two principal partitioning models
by Marticorena and Bergametti [118] and Raupach [57,121]. Both models have distinct approaches
but are based on the ‘shear stress ratio’ (SSR) of shear stress required for erosion on a bare surface
to the total shear stress threshold of the surface including roughness, relying on λ as a fundamental
descriptor of surface roughness. King et al. [71] provide a comprehensive analysis of the Raupach [121]
and Marticorena and Bergametti [118] drag partition schemes through a comparison with field and
wind tunnel measurements. We detail benefits and limitations of the approaches in Section 3.2.
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Shao and Yang [122,123] demonstrated that, in addition to τS and τR, it is sometimes useful to
consider ‘skin drag’ (τC, i.e., the drag due to momentum transfer to roughness element surfaces).
For ground surfaces with sufficiently large λ, Equation (1) becomes increasingly inadequate, so
Shao and Yang [123] included τC in a modified version of Raupach’s [57] drag partitioning model.
This allowed Shao and Yang [123] to mathematically explain how increasingly closed canopies lead to
a decrease in z0 values, as is commonly observed in cases of skimming flow (see Section 2.1.2).

3. Sediment Transport on Vegetated Surfaces

The relationship between wind stress (erosivity) and the susceptibility of a surface to erosion
(erodibility) broadly determines the potential for sediment transport in deserts [124]. Most of the
evidence for the interactions between dryland vegetation and wind erosion comes from wind tunnel,
windbreak and field experiments. However, an increasing number of modelling studies are exploring
these relationships further, and introducing important predictive capabilities.

3.1. Evidence from Wind Tunnel, Windbreak and Field Studies

Wind tunnel studies have proved useful for studying the relationship between vegetation
and wind-blown sediment transport under controlled conditions. Experiments have been
conducted using dead vegetation [125], live vegetation [60,78], or artificial vegetation [79,95,126,127].
Suter-Burri et al. [60] used coloured sand to visualize spatial patterns of sediment redistribution within
grass tussocks, allowing them to relate different canopy densities to their theoretical flow regimes
(Figure 6). Wedge-shaped wake deposits developed fully in the low-density case (representing
isolated roughness flow), overlapped with adjacent downstream tussocks in the medium-density case
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(wake-interference flow), and deposited grains were evenly distributed around the tussocks in the
high-density case (skimming flow). Suter-Burri et al. [60] observed that the fraction of the surface that
was exposed to erosion was substantially smaller (44–78%) than the area not covered by vegetation,
owing to the turbulent wake structures around the tussocks.
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from [60] (p. 69)).

Wind tunnel studies have also shown that vegetation can act to increase erosion in some
circumstances. The experiments of Burri et al. [78] demonstrated that whilst sediment and dust flux
was significantly reduced on high canopy-density surfaces compared to an unplanted configuration,
low-density canopies (~3% cover) led to elevated shear stress on the bed resulting from flow
acceleration, and thus higher sediment and dust fluxes. This region of elevated surface shear stress in
the wake could result from counter-rotating vortices created by the roughness element [59], or from
oscillating movements of grass blades on the sand surface [78]. In a ‘regional’ scale study (i.e., between
neighbouring land units), Youssef et al. [79] used artificial 1:50 sized shrubs, laid out in different
configurations in a wind tunnel, to measure the spatial distribution of sediment height after wind
events. They found that shrubs bunched into patches resulted in far greater sediment fluxes than in the
case of regular grids of single shrubs, likely because of a significant increase in turbulence between the
patches. However, the length scales of saltation in wind tunnels has been shown to differ from those of
natural saltation [128–130], so findings from wind tunnel studies should be treated with some caution.

Windbreak experiments (e.g., [87,88,131]) also provide some insights about the impact of
vegetation on sediment transport. When oncoming particle-laden airflow approaches a windbreak,
particles are filtered from the flow passing through the windbreak and deposited on the element,
whereas in the air flowing over the obstacle, particle concentrations remain similar to upwind
values [88]. Raupach and Lu [87] showed that wind speed reduction in the lee of a windbreak
leads to lower particle concentrations, and that with increasing downwind distance, particles from the
air flowing over the windbreak are progressively mixed downwards into the sheltered region. Using a
high-speed camera system, Zhang et al. [131] observed that sand transport rates were reduced by 37%
directly in front of a fence due to momentum loss of particles colliding with the fence surface, and
by 80% up to the downstream location of 3 h. Similarly, the kinetic energy of saltating particles was
reduced by more than 60% in the windward region, and up to 90% at 3 h.
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In the field, decoupling the influences of plants on sediment transport from those induced
by variations in the wind or surface conditions is very difficult at the plant or patch scale [74,79].
Several field studies have nonetheless attempted to demonstrate a gradient of surface activity in
response to varying vegetation cover. There is evidence that vegetation cover of 12–15% provides
a threshold for sand transport [55,132–134], but the use of percentage cover is limiting because it
provides no information about the spatially heterogeneous impact of vegetation on erosion thresholds.
It also does not account for the fact that erosion can still occur at relatively high (up to 45%) vegetation
cover if the wind velocity is high enough or the vegetation height is small [47,73]. A more nuanced
consideration of the impacts of vegetation on the balance between erosivity and erodibility factors is
therefore needed.

3.2. Modelling Sediment Transport on Vegetated Surfaces

Wind erosion models form a key part of our understanding of sediment transport dynamics on
partly vegetated surfaces, and are crucial for assessing the potential vulnerability of dryland regions
to soil degradation [11,27,33,135]. The mobility potential of vegetated dunes over long timescales
has been successfully modelled using wind-based indices that combine precipitation, temperature
and wind data [8,9]. Whilst this approach is useful for simulating large dunefield dynamics, it does
not resolve sediment transport dynamics at the same scale as plant-flow interactions. A variety of
finer-scale models are examined here, from earlier theoretical models based on shear stress partitioning
theory [116,118,121], to more recent approaches emphasising vegetation gaps [28,58] and numerical
models simulating patch-scale sediment movement [52,136].

3.2.1. Drag Partition Schemes

Early methods for modelling the impact of roughness elements on sediment mass flux focused
on the establishment of empirical relations between fractional ground cover and sediment transport
rates [47,137–139]. During the 1990s, more attention was given to the development of drag partitioning
techniques that could establish the wind momentum flux at the soil surface in the presence of roughness
elements. The schemes of Raupach [57,121] and Marticorena and Bergametti [118] were widely adopted
on the basis of their good agreement with wind tunnel experiments using solid objects on non-complex
surfaces (e.g., [51,71,140–143]). However, the drag partition schemes have also been found to be limited
in application in several respects.

By relying on the roughness density (λ) and aerodynamic roughness (z0) parameters, both the
Raupach [57,121] and Marticorena and Bergametti [118] schemes suffer from the inherent requirement
for a given surface to be treated homogenously. The schemes seek to establish the mean (or maximum)
shear stress ratio in the absence of information about the heterogeneity of roughness on the land
surface [87]. The spatial distribution of vegetation has been shown to affect horizontal sediment flux,
even at low roughness densities [28,51,119,144–146]. The roughness distribution effects on aeolian
sediment transport are also nuanced, in that the sediment mass flux may not always be significantly
affected as long as vegetation is not overly clumped together [147]. The so-called ‘Telephone Pole
Problem’ (Figure 7), where two roughness scenarios have the same roughness density but different
spatial distributions, illustrates the limitations of using average vegetation density information to
describe transport dynamics [58].
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Figure 7. The Telephone Pole Problem. Both of these surfaces have the same roughness density,
but on the left roughness density is partitioned into sixteen elements, whereas on the right, it is
partitioned into four objects four times the height. Under the shear stress partitioning model of
Raupach et al. [121], both surfaces experience the same horizontal flux, although intuitively this is not
an accurate representation of physical reality (from [58] (p. 3)).

Other disadvantages of the λ parameter include scaling issues, whereby tall (>0.10 m) elements
appear to influence sand transport in a way that cannot be accounted for based solely on knowledge
of roughness density [141,142]. This deficiency is minimised in large homogeneous areas of randomly
or regularly spaced vegetation of the same height, but becomes problematic in natural environments
displaying structural anisotropy [27,58]. The λ parameter has also been shown to inadequately
describe three-dimensional objects, due an intrinsic bias in using the frontal silhouette area [90,96].
Chappell and Webb [148] provided an in-depth analysis of the limitations of the drag partition scheme
with respect to Raupach’s [57] assumptions about how the sheltering afforded by roughness elements
can be approximated by the λ parameter (denoted Lc in their text). Critically, interactions between
sheltered areas are not captured by the drag partition scheme, but have demonstrably significant
effects on sediment transport [148]. These interactions are also not captured by estimating the drag
partition from approximations of z0 [118].

Both λ and z0 are difficult parameters to measure reliably in the field, especially at large scales
and/or in the presence of large roughness elements (e.g., shrubs and trees). Rapid and repeatable
methods have not been established to measure λ in the field, while the spatial variability and height of
roughness elements often confounds measurements of z0, which in response can have large spatial
(including directional) and temporal variability [149,150].

Raupach and Lu [87] identified representation of the sub-grid scale heterogeneity in momentum
transfer within the atmospheric boundary layer as a major challenge for reducing uncertainty in
wind erosion and dust emission models. That challenge remains today, and despite considerable
research into the parameterisation of drag partition schemes and their modification to account for
the non-uniformity in surface shear stress in the presence of vegetation [52,74]. Brown et al. [119]
demonstrated that roughness configuration may have a small effect on the average drag partition
when basic descriptive statistics (e.g., mean, standard deviation) are used to represent variability in
surface shear stress measurements, but parameters of the Raupach et al. [121] drag partition scheme
are sensitive to roughness configuration. Webb et al. [146] used Brown et al.’s [119] data to further
examine the effects of roughness configuration and the performance of the Raupach et al. [121] and
Marticorena and Bergametti [118] drag partition schemes for estimating sediment mass flux. Both drag
partition schemes were found to have difficulty in accurately, and realistically, representing sediment
mass flux responses to changing free stream velocity (U f ), λ and z0. This is due to uncertainties
and potential inconsistencies in the parameter values and a lack of sensitivity of the schemes to
roughness configuration when applied with invariant parameter values [146]. Drag partition schemes
that explicitly represent the effects of roughness configuration on the distribution of surface shear
stress are needed to improve the accuracy of wind erosion models [151].

3.2.2. Okin (2008) Model

An alternative wind erosion model presented by Okin [58] recognises the inherent irregularity
of vegetation patterning in drylands, and emphasises the controlling influence that the spatial
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configuration of vegetation has on the distribution of surface shear stress. By moving away from
homogenous mean values to describe the roughness density and drag partition, Okin’s [58] approach
resolves the heterogeneous wind shear velocity between roughness elements and over the soil surface.
This notion is supported by field observations that flux is not ubiquitous across an entire landscape
during a transport event [51]. Okin’s [58] method implies that surface roughness moderates the wind
erosivity, rather than the threshold shear velocity for soil entrainment.

The Okin model assumes that plants are porous objects [49,90], meaning that reverse flow in
the lee of plants can be negligible and the surface shear velocities in the wake of plants can be
greater than zero. Asymptotic recovery of shear stress has been observed downwind of porous fences
(e.g., [98]) and nebkha vegetation [54,63], so the model is formulated probabilistically to simulate
the distribution of surface shear stress as a function of the distance to the nearest upwind plant.
The aerodynamic roughness length (z0) is used to represent the soil roughness and establish u∗

between roughness elements.
Okin’s [58] model shows good agreement with aeolian sand flux data at the plant/patch scale

(e.g., [28,152]). It simulates transport around solid objects well when the model-calculated shear stress
ratio is compared with the experimental data of King et al. [71], which is noteworthy considering that
the model omits return flow. A notable advantage of Okin’s [58] scheme is its scale explicitness, which
allows individual unvegetated gaps as well as entire landscapes to be simulated. The model can also
be used to evaluate directional effects of wind flow on sediment transport for a given area.

Since the Okin model uses relatively simple spatial inputs, as opposed to the structural parameters
of roughness elements needed for traditional shear stress partitioning models, data can be collected
easily in the field using standardized measurement methods (e.g., [135,153]), and at the landscape
scale using high resolution (<5 m) remote sensing techniques (e.g., [152,154,155]). As remote sensing
approaches to estimating the precise spatial configuration of surface roughness are yet to be established
at moderate spatial resolutions (e.g., 30–500 m), alternative data and models are needed to represent
the heterogeneous effects of vegetation on aeolian sediment transport at regional to global scales.

3.2.3. Remote Sensing Approaches

Remote sensing data have been used to represent the spatial and temporal variability in vegetation
within drag partition schemes, increasing wind erosion and dust model sensitivities to land cover
dynamics (e.g., [156,157]). Normalised Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) and Leaf Area Index (LAI)
data are most commonly used to estimate the vegetation cover fraction and λ as input to drag partition
schemes, and to estimate z0 for the land surface [150]. However, while these approaches appear to
improve modelled temporal responses of sediment transport, the data also introduce uncertainties
that may compound those associated with selected drag partition parameter values [158]. As neither
NDVI nor LAI adequately represent the effects of vegetation phenological changes on vegetation
structure, which is central to the partitioning of wind momentum over the land surface [150], alternative
approaches have been sought to obtain estimates of land surface aerodynamic properties at broad
spatial scales.

Some attempts have been made to derive areal estimates of z0 for desert surfaces, which can
be implemented across several scales. Greeley et al. [159,160] established relations between z0

obtained from wind velocity profile data and radar backscatter cross sections. Marticorena et al. [161]
evaluated the application of a bidirectional reflectance model to estimate roughness properties, while
Marticorena et al. [162] found a relation between radar backscatter coefficients in the C band and z0

that suggested potential for remote sensing the roughness length at broad scales.
However, obtaining areal estimates of z0 is not sufficient on its own to determine the drag

partition and wind momentum transfer to exposed soil surfaces in vegetated landscapes. To address
this need, Chappell and Webb [148] developed an approach to estimating the drag partition and
surface shear stress for heterogeneous surfaces from shadow, which can be obtained globally at
moderate spatial resolutions (e.g., 500 m) from albedo data. The approach built on Marshall’s [117]
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wind tunnel study that underpinned Raupach’s [57] drag partition theory, and simulations exploring
the relation between surface illumination, shadow and z0 conducted by Chappell and Heritage [163]
and Chappell et al. [164]. Figure 8 shows an example of the relations established by Chappell and
Webb [148] between normalised albedo (ωns) and scaled wind shear stress (u∗/U f ). Albedo (shadow)
measurements scale linearly, can be collected in the field (e.g., using a net radiometer) or with airborne
and satellite sensors, and are sensitive to vegetation spatial distribution. Therefore, the approach has
potential to resolve the outstanding issue of representing sub-grid scale variability in the drag partition
for aeolian sediment transport and land surface models [87].Land 2017, 6, 64  13 of 24 
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shadow) and the wind shear stress scaled by the velocity at a free stream height (u∗/U f ). Chappell and
Webb [148] illuminated each of Marshall’s [117] surfaces across a range of zenith angles to approximate
the direct beam directional hemispherical albedo (or black sky albedo ω; viewed at nadir), then
normalised ω by the reflectance of the surface, illuminated and viewed at nadir (ω0), to remove any
spectral influences, and used the inverse to reveal the shadow ω = (1 − ω)/ω0, and then rescaled
(ωns). The relation enables estimates of wind shear velocity at the soil surface to be produced from
Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) data globally, at a 500 m spatial resolution.

3.2.4. Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) Modelling

Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) modelling has been used to explicitly resolve turbulent
wind flow and sediment flux around individual roughness elements to a high temporal and spatial
resolution (e.g., [52,63,136,165]). CFD allows a more complete representation of flow structure than that
obtained by field and wind tunnel experiments, so represents a promising approach for incorporating
wind flow turbulence in vegetated contexts. Using CFD simulations, Turpin et al. [136] identified a
peak in shear stress in the low-shear zone behind individual elements and showed that the “inversion
point” at which an element switched from reducing shear stress to increasing it varied with coverage
density and roughness height. Turpin et al. [136] could also test the effect of increasing the number
and height of roughness elements on erosion patterns. Hesp and Smyth [63] used a CFD model to
investigate the impact of nebkha width on wind flow recovery in the lee. By accurately quantifying
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turbulent wind structures around each simulated nebkha, Hesp and Smyth [63] could begin to link
flow behaviour with resultant shadow dune formation.

Despite the high resolution and realistic flow structure representation that can be achieved
using CFD, it is a computationally expensive method. To get around this issue, flow properties
can be calculated using much coarser meshes, through large eddy simulations (LES) [52,165–167].
Dupont et al. [52] coupled a LES model with a physically based saltation model to resolve turbulent
wind flow over heterogeneous vegetated landscapes composed of trees and shrubs. The erosion
patterns simulated by Dupont et al.’s [52] model were qualitatively consistent with previous wind
tunnel [59,78] and field [46,140] observations. Minimal dune models (e.g., [168,169]), which combine
analytical descriptions of turbulent wind velocity with continuum saltation models, have also been
used to successfully simulate transitions between barchan and parabolic dunes [169,170].

Nevertheless, the computational requirements of CFD and LES methods still limit their use for
simulating long-term erosion at larger than the field scale. Such modelling approaches are also highly
dependent on a large number of parameterisations and coefficients to describe, in high resolution, the
physical processes they seek to simulate [171]. Given the significant uncertainties that exist in our
understanding of the interactions between vegetation, wind flow and sediment transport, hard-coding
the appropriate physics into CFD and LES models remains an ongoing challenge.

3.2.5. Cellular Automaton (CA) Modelling

Cellular automata (CA) are a class of numerical models consisting of regular, discrete grids
of cells operated on by predefined rules, which capture full landscape-scale dynamics using only
fundamental processes. The CA approach has been particularly productive in the context of dune-field
patterning (e.g., [21–23,172]), and the spatial nature of CAs lends itself well to analysing ecogeomorphic
systems [173]. The strength of CA models lies in their capacity to represent key processes underlying
complex systems, using a far smaller number of parameters and assumptions than many detailed
reductionist models [171].

In most CA models, local neighbourhood operations produce dynamic responses from basic
rules centred on each grid cell. All cells hold a variety of attributes (in the drylands context, these
could include sand surface height and vegetation characteristics such as plant type, height and
porosity) that are altered by applying transition rules during each timestep. As model time progresses,
the vegetation distribution can alter local wind flow characteristics, thus impacting sediment flux
patterns over the surface. The grid formulation on which CAs are based allows wind velocity to
effectively be ‘mapped onto’ the model domain as a function of vegetation height and porosity, fitting
Okin’s [58] conception of vegetated desert surfaces as a collection of gaps between roughness elements.
The relative computational efficiency of CAs means that simulations can be run over larger domains
(scale of ~104 m) and long timescales, which is particularly useful for landscape evolution modelling.

The CA approach not only allows sediment transport and wind flow behaviour to be modelled in
isolation, but also enables explicit simulations of feedbacks between major components of dryland
ecogeomorphic systems. For instance, surface changes resulting from wind erosion can be linked
to subsequent vegetation growth/dieback within a coupled CA framework (e.g., [2,25,26,33,174]).
This approach is rooted in the concept of ‘landscape connectivity’ [175,176], which considers dryland
landscapes as a series of conduits for processes (e.g., fire, wind and water propagation) that link
vegetation growth, aeolian processes and external forcing factors through various biotic and abiotic
feedbacks [41,177,178].

The Discrete ECogeomorphic Aeolian Landscape model (DECAL) [2,25,174], later extended by
Yan and Baas [179], provides an approach for simulating the dynamics of vegetation-dependent
dunes such as parabolic dunes and nebkhas, by incorporating feedbacks between sedimentation
balance and vegetation growth. DECAL introduces a length scale to resultant landforms that remains
otherwise dimensionless in bare-sand CAs. Mayaud et al. [26] built on this approach by developing
the coupled Vegetation and Sediment TrAnsport model (ViSTA). ViSTA allows plant-plant interactions
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to be specified and for realistic vegetation patterning to emerge in the domain, without the need for
directly imposing factors such as seasonality in plant growth. By including a variety of ecogeomorphic
feedbacks linking plant growth, wind dynamics and sediment transport, Mayaud et al. [26] successfully
simulated the development of an equilibrium nebkha dunefield in the Skeleton Coast, Namibia
(Figure 9).Land 2017, 6, 64  15 of 24 
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Figure 9. Three-dimensional representations of combined vegetation and surface morphology for a
coupled Vegetation and Sediment TrAnsport model (ViSTA) simulation, with conditions similar to those
observed in the Skeleton Coast National Park, Namibia. Figures show landscape at: (a) beginning of
simulation, where the domain is artificially populated with shrubs; (b) after 25 years of arid conditions,
where an equilibrium landscape of nebkha dunes emerges. Black arrow shows average wind direction
(adapted from [26] (p. 22)).

4. Potential Future Avenues for Research

In general, there remains a need to collect more windflow data around a variety of dryland plant
types in the field. Despite increasing evidence showing that two-dimensional wind fences do not
approximate well to three-dimensional live plants, only a handful of studies have examined airflow
dynamics in the wake of single rows of three-dimensional plants (e.g., [62]). These could display
different behaviours to traditional wind fences, especially with regards to flow turbulence. Linked to
this issue, the impact of roughness element width on wind flow recovery remains under-studied,
perhaps because it intuitively does not have as great an impact on drag as element height or porosity.
Recent numerical modelling of nebkhas [63] has revealed that nebkha width strongly controls wind
flow recovery, so wind tunnel and field studies investigating element width would help to better
parameterise wind flow in vegetated contexts.

Whilst it is clearly beneficial to conduct wind flow studies in field situations to account for natural
processes and variability, it is not possible to control for vegetation parameters (height, width, porosity,
pliability) and flow parameters (velocity, turbulence, intermittency) to the same degree as in wind
tunnels. Wind tunnel experiments have proved valuable for understanding the impacts of a wide
variety of parameters on flow behaviour, and should be extended to address some of the knowledge
gaps highlighted here. More wind tunnel studies are needed that systematically investigate the effects
of porosity and/or pliability of three-dimensional, live plants on wind flow. Porosity and pliability are
relatively difficult to control for in live plants when attempting to keep height and width parameters
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constant. Some wind tunnel studies have begun to investigate porosity variability in high detail using
porous mesh cubes and cylinders (e.g., [86]), although these remain crude approximations to live
plants. Other studies have begun to account for plant pliability, for instance through measuring the
temporally-averaged frontal area of flexible plants in wind tunnels (e.g., [100]).

Remote sensing data are proving increasingly useful for representing spatial and temporal
variability in vegetation within modelling schemes [157]. Plant characteristics (e.g., height, width and
porosity) can now be quantified rapidly and over relatively large scales thanks to the recent progress
in image-based techniques (e.g., [155]) and high-resolution remote sensing [152,154,180]. However,
ongoing challenges remain for identifying appropriate metrics of surface roughness distribution
that could be used as inputs to schemes such as Okin’s [58] over large (i.e., regional) areas, and for
overcoming limitations of indices such as NDVI and LAI for representing vegetation (see Section 3.2.3).
Direct approximation of the drag partition and surface shear stress from remote sensing is likely to
alleviate these challenges, while reducing the uncertainty in wind erosion estimates [148].

Additionally, low-elevation surveys using aerial drones (unmanned aerial vehicles, UAVs) allow
for vast vegetation transect measurements to be collected quickly and relatively inexpensively [181].
In turn, ‘structure-from-motion’ (SfM) photogrammetry can easily convert drone images of an element
or landscape into a georeferenced digital elevation model (DEM) [182–184]. This technique can produce
centimetre-scale horizontal and vertical precision that is comparable with airborne LiDAR [185] and
terrestrial laser scanning [184], allowing landscape change before and after geomorphic events to be
accurately quantified. However, issues arise with regards to the reliance of SfM’s image-matching
algorithms on image texture, which may result in low-texture images (e.g., bare sand surfaces) yielding
poor point clouds [185].

Finally, an explicit link must be made between the impact of vegetation on wind flow, and the
subsequent impact on sediment transport processes. Some wind tunnel studies (e.g., [60,78]) have
used creative methods, such as coloured sand, for tracking erosion and deposition around roughness
elements, but detailed exploration of flow field behaviour and the evolution of bedforms around plants
is still required. For instance, high-resolution terrestrial laser scanning could be used to detect mm-scale
changes in height around partially vegetated erodible surfaces [186], thus helping to identify erosional
and depositional regions to a high level of accuracy. In terms of modelling vegetation/sediment
interactions, Raupach and Lu [87] identify problems of scaling over heterogeneous surfaces, and raise
questions over how sediment deposition processes in the presence of vegetation could be adequately
measured. Whilst these issues remain pertinent, drag partition schemes that explicitly resolve the
effects of roughness configuration on surface shear stress distribution could significantly reduce the
uncertainty in sediment deposition schemes.

5. Conclusions

The effects of patchy vegetation on wind flow and sediment transport in drylands are multiple
and varied. They depend on the vegetation type in question, as well as turbulence, porosity and
pliability factors. The use of high-frequency anemometers in both field and wind tunnel contexts, as
well as creative methodological approaches such as the use coloured sand, have helped to identify key
aerodynamic zones of interest. Increasingly, sophisticated modelling techniques such as computational
fluid dynamics (CFD) and cellular automaton (CA) modelling are being used to gain more holistic
perspectives on the processes shaping partially vegetated surfaces. However, such models are often
computationally expensive to run, and still suffer from an ongoing lack of adequate data describing
flow dynamics at the plant/patch scale.

Moving forward, more empirically-derived flow and transport data collected in vegetated
contexts must be used to parameterize, verify and validate wind flow/sediment transport models.
Remote sensing methods are proving to be increasingly convenient, and in some cases relatively
inexpensive, ways of rapidly measuring vegetation, wind flow and sediment characteristics over vast
areas and at multiple scales. Remote sensing also offers opportunities to reduce the complexity, and
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increase the accuracy, of aeolian sediment transport modelling. Without these crucial data forming
the basis for rigorous model parameterisation, significant uncertainty will remain surrounding the
potential future responses of dryland landscapes to climate and land use change.
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